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ABSTRACT 

 
We have a collection of separate modeling and data analysis tools that can be integrated 
together in order to make a working global ionospheric prediction and data assimilation model 
(which we call GLobal Ionosphere Modeling, Prediction, and Specification Environment or 
GLIMPSE).  GLIMPSE couples together the ionospheric data assimilation algorithm 
Ionospheric Data Assimilation Four Dimensional (IDA4D), the thermosphere and driver 
assimilation algorithm Estimating Model Parameters from Ionospheric Reverse Engineering 
(EMPIRE), and a first principle forecast model for electron density Forward Update Simple 
IONosphere (FUSION). The resulting coupled algorithm allows for accurate short time (1-3 
hour) predictions of the electron density, corrections to the electron density through IDA4D and 
corrections to the thermospheric state (neutral winds, composition) and driver electric fields 
through EMPIRE.  These corrections are then used to re-initialize FUSION, which then predicts 
forward to the next assimilative cycle (see Figure 1 below).   
 
IDA4D has been under development since 1996 [1,2], and used in a number of scientific studies 
[3,4,5].  IDA4D ingests a large number of electron-density related observations including 
ground and space-based GNSS TEC, GNSS radio occultations, digisonde data, TEC 
observations from DORIS, in-situ observations from DMSP, 1356 angstrom emissions, and bi-
static HF observations.  EMPIRE was initiated in 2006, and has validated in several studies 
[6,7,8].  EMPIRE takes the output of IDA4D, observations of winds, composition and electric 
fields, and adjust the neutral state and drivers to be consistent with IDA4D estimates of density 
through the continuity equation.  FUSION is a recently developed algorithm at JHUAPL that 
implements a ionospheric numerical model.  Figure 2 below shows a snapshot of a coupled run 
between FUSION and IDA4D.  The time is 12:15 UT, approximately ½ way through the run.  
In order to more clearly see the effects of data ingestion, no GNSS ground-based TEC was 
injected.  
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The primary goal of the GLIMPSE suite of algorithms is to improve the accuracy of ionospheric 
electron density specification, nowcasts and short forecasts to support various RF applications.  
Of first importance is accurate specification of the state variables and drivers.  Since the forecast 
model is re-initialized with the current specified state, the accuracy of nowcasts and short 
forecasts are dependent upon the accuracy of the initialized state.  

 

Figure 1. Flow diagram of GLIMPSE.  FUSION makes a prediction of electron density. IDA4D 
ingests observations and corrects the 3D density field.  EMPIRE takes the new electron density field, 
and direct measurements of winds, composition and E-fields and uses constraints to make the drivers 
to FUSION self consistent. 
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Figure 2. Example of a GLIMPSE run using only FUSION-IDA4D coupling.  The above figures 
represent a vertical TEC snapshot in time approximately ½ the way through a full day run for February 
28, 2014.  On the left is a FUSION forecast of VTEC at 12:15 UT and the right is the corrections by 
IDA4D. Also shown are data sources ingested by IDA4D.  The green triangles are ionosondes, the 
pink  traces are radio occultations and the grey are SSUSI 1356 emissions. No GNSS was used in this 
test set. 



This presentation will first outline the GLIMPSE development, current status and future plans.  
We will then discuss the current capability of IDA4D to specify ionospheric electron density.  
We will then present specification of neutral winds from EMPIRE and compare to wind 
observations.  Finally we will then present initial results demonstrating the ability of GLIMPSE 
to now-cast and make short forecasts of the electron density for a minor storm period from 
2014.  
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